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Abstract

■ In reading, a comma in the wrong place can cause more se-
vere misunderstandings than the lack of a required comma.
Here, we used ERPs to demonstrate that a similar effect holds
for prosodic boundaries in spoken language. Participants
judged the acceptability of temporarily ambiguous English “gar-
den path” sentences whose prosodic boundaries were either in
line or in conflict with the actual syntactic structure. Sentences
with incongruent boundaries were accepted less than those with
missing boundaries and elicited a stronger on-line brain response
in ERPs (N400/P600 components). Our results support the no-
tion that mentally deleting an overt prosodic boundary is more

costly than postulating a new one and extend previous findings,
suggesting an immediate role of prosody in sentence compre-
hension. Importantly, our study also provides new details on
the profile and temporal dynamics of the closure positive shift
(CPS), an ERP component assumed to reflect prosodic phrasing
in speech andmusic in real time. We show that the CPS is reliably
elicited at the onset of prosodic boundaries in English sentences
and is preceded by negative components. Its early onset distin-
guishes the speech CPS in adults both from prosodic ERP corre-
lates in infants and from the “music CPS” previously reported for
trained musicians. ■

INTRODUCTION

In language, ambiguities are abundant at most levels of
linguistic analysis. In addition to multiple meanings at
the word level, such as homophones (e.g., I vs. EYE) and
homonyms (such asWorld BANK vs. river BANK ), tempo-
rary uncertainty also occurs at the sentence level due to
ambiguous syntactic structures. In many cases, these am-
biguities are successfully resolved by our brain within a few
hundred milliseconds without even reaching awareness
(Frazier, 1987). However, in cases when the human sen-
tence processor initially commits to the wrong interpreta-
tion, such ambiguities can cause severe misunderstandings
called “garden path” effects. For example, the sentence,
Mary said Peterʼs brother is a nice girl, is likely to elicit
a surprise response and additional processing unless pro-
sodic boundaries1 or commas before and after “said Peterʼs
brother” clarify the intended parenthetical structure. In the
absence of such cues, the conceptual–semantic implau-
sibility of the initial sentence interpretation may lead to a
re-evaluation of the structure (e.g., by re-reading the sen-
tence)—and, ultimately, to its resolution. In other cases,
lexical information further downstream may provide syn-
tactic cues signaling the initial mistake. One of the best-
studied garden path structures of this kind is the classical
early closure (EC) versus late closure (LC) ambiguity (Frazier

& Rayner, 1982). Consider the following ambiguous sen-
tence fragment in (1):

(1) Whenever John walks the dog …

(1a) … the kids are chasing him. (1b) … is chasing him.

The verb “walks” is optionally transitive. As illustrated in
Figure 1, it can either take a direct object—in this case,
“the dog” [see Structure (1a)]—or it need not be followed
by an object, as in Structure (1b), in which the noun phrase
(NP) “the dog” represents the subject of a new clause. Im-
portantly, the actual underlying structure remains ambig-
uous until lexical material following “the dog” has been
encountered (the kids vs. is chasing). Reading studies
have consistently demonstrated a strong preference to in-
itially interpret the NP “the dog” as the direct object of
walks, thus supporting Structure (1a), and resulting in gar-
den path effects for Sentence (1b) (e.g., Frazier & Rayner,
1982).

Different models have been proposed to account for
how cases of structural ambiguity like the one presented
above are processed. First, various syntactic accounts sug-
gest that the human sentence parser follows certain prin-
ciples that initially favor the simplest possible syntactic
structure compatible with the input (Gorrell, 1995). In par-
ticular, Frazier (1987) and Frazier and Fodor (1978) pro-
posed the garden path model, in which the parser relies
on strategic guessing while making initial structural deci-
sions, because such a strategy reduces the load on limitedMcGill University, Montreal, Canada
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working memory capacity. If subsequent input confirms
the initial interpretation, the ambiguity may not even be
realized, whereas in cases of conflicting information
further downstream, this type of approach may lead one
up a “garden path.” Most relevant to the present investiga-
tion, their parsing principle of late closure (LC) states that
“whenpossible attach incoming lexical items into the clause
or phrase currently being processed” (Frazier & Fodor,
1978). This principle predicts that the parser will initially
attempt to attach the ambiguous NP “the dog” under the
verb phrase ( VP) preceding it, which is compatible with
(1a) but causes the garden path effect in (1b). Secondly,
syntactic parsing preferences do not operate in isolation;
they work in addition to, or in interaction with, other influ-
encing factors. For instance, in EC/ LC closure ambiguities,
past tense forms (e.g., Whenever he walked the dog…)
appear to strengthen the LC preference and to increase
EC garden path effects, whereas progressive verb forms
(e.g.,Whenever he was walking the dog…) do not (Frazier,
Carminati, Cook, Majewski, & Rayner, 2006). Similarly, a
lexical bias of individual (optionally transitive) verbs to-
ward transitive use (e.g., fold) also seems to support the
LC preference compared to verbs with an intransitivity bias
(e.g., swim) (Itzhak, Pauker, Drury, Baum, & Steinhauer,
2010; Staub, 2007). With another type of structural ambi-
guity, it has been shown that verb complement biases may
lead to parsing decisions in the opposite direction than

predicted by syntax-based parsing principles (Wilson &
Garnsey, 2009).

Garden Path Effects and the Role of Prosody
and Punctuation

Although many reading studies support a preference for
one structure over another (e.g., Frazier & Rayner, 1982),
in keeping with Frazier and Fodorʼs (1978) parsing princi-
ples, studies with auditory stimuli suggest that parsing
choices are influenced by information that is absent in writ-
ten text, namely, prosodic information. Prosody refers to
the intonation and rhythmic pattern of spoken sentences,
including the presence of prosodic boundaries (e.g.,
pauses) that typically coincide with major syntactic bound-
aries. It has been demonstrated that speakers produce
ambiguous sentences with prosodic cues to the intended
interpretation, and that listeners make use of these cues
in comprehension (Snedeker & Trueswell, 2003; Schafer,
Speer, Warren, & White, 2000; Price, Ostendorf, Shattuck-
Hufnagel, & Fong, 1991). In sentences containing tempo-
rary structural ambiguities, prosody often seems to serve a
disambiguating role before disambiguating lexical informa-
tion is encountered (Schafer et al., 2000; Marslen-Wilson,
Tyler, Warren, Grenier, & Lee, 1992; Beach, 1991). An early
prosodic boundary (#) after walks should thus prevent
the otherwise preferred LC reading and, therefore, avoid
the EC garden path effect in (1b): Whenever John walks
(#) the dog is chasing him, as demonstrated by Marslen-
Wilson et al. (1992) using a cross-modal naming paradigm.
In an influential study, Kjelgaard and Speer (1999) pre-

sented subjects with EC and LC sentences in three differ-
ent conditions, varying the degree to which the prosodic
pattern and the syntactic structure matched each other.
The first condition demonstrated a cooperative relation
between prosody and syntax, using well-formed sentences
in which syntactic and prosodic boundaries coincided. The
prosody in the second condition, labeled “baseline,” con-
tained rather weak boundaries at both positions and was
created to be equally compatible with both EC and LC
structures. In the third condition, strong prosodic bound-
aries occurred at misleading locations, creating a mis-
match between syntactic and prosodic boundaries. The
level of processing difficulty was measured by response
time, accuracy of speeded grammaticality judgments, meta-
linguistic judgments of comprehension, and sentence com-
pletion tasks. Across all tasks, EC and LC sentences in
Kjelgaard and Speerʼs study were equally easy to process
when presented in the cooperating condition, convincingly
demonstrating that the presence of prosodic cues overrode
any parsing challenges for EC constructions that emerge in
the absence of prosody, that is, while reading (Frazier &
Rayner, 1982). Furthermore, the results show that conflict-
ing prosodic boundaries can lead to garden path effects in
both LC and EC sentences, indicating that speech prosody
has a central role in guiding the parser to construct the ini-
tial syntactic representations.2 Importantly, EC sentences

Figure 1. Phrase markers for (A) the preferred “transitive” late closure
and (B) the nonpreferred “intransitive” early closure structures
compatible with sentence fragment (1). AdvP = adverbial phrase;
I(P) = inflection (phrase); NP = noun phrase; VP = verb phrase.
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in this study were found to be significantly more difficult to
process than LC sentences in both conflicting and baseline
conditions. In those tasks providing the best on-line mea-
sure (i.e., cross-modal naming; Experiments 3 and 4), data
indicated that LC sentences with conflicting prosody were
indeed easier to process than EC sentences in the baseline
condition. The overall pattern led the authors to suggest
that the structural LC preference over EC may also play a
strong role in auditory sentence processing and help lis-
teners resolve initial misunderstandings.
However, not all findings have been consistent with this

view. For instance, Walker, Fongemie, and Daigle (2001)
confirmed the decisive role of prosodic boundaries in spo-
ken EC/LC sentences, but did not find evidence for an
overall advantage for LC structures. Similarly, Steinhauer
and colleagues tested EC/LC ambiguities in German, em-
ploying both spoken (Steinhauer, Alter, & Friederici, 1999)
and written sentences (Steinhauer & Friederici, 2001), and
observed particularly strong garden path effects in LC sen-
tences.3 The latter reading study used commas that, accord-
ing to the authors, can trigger the subvocal generation of
prosodic boundaries during silent reading. Thus, even
thoughwritten text per se does not provide prosodic cues,
punctuationmay indirectly have very similar effects as overt
prosodic boundaries in speech. Contrary to Kjelgaard and
Speerʼs (1999) findings, their comma-induced LC garden
path sentence turned out to be much more difficult than
the “classical” EC garden path condition. One major factor
that Steinhauer and Friederici (2001) proposed as under-
lying the processing difficulties was the type of prosodic
pattern that conflicted with the syntactic structure. Their
difficult LC garden path contained a comma that needed
to be ignored (or to be “mentally deleted”) in order to re-
solve the problem, whereas the easy “classical” EC garden
path required readers tomentally insert a comma (or bound-
ary) that was missing in the original sentence. The authors
concluded that “the mental deletion of a previously as-
sumed pause/comma/boundary may be more costly than
thepostponed insertionof an initially omittedpause/comma/
boundary” (Steinhauer & Friederici, 2001). We will hence-
forth refer to this hypothesis as the “boundary deletion hy-
pothesis” (BDH). However, given the modality differences
between studies, it is conceivable that (contrary to Steinhauer
and Friedericiʼs claims) the disambiguating function of
commas and prosodic boundaries does not rest on the
same mechanisms. In other words, the BDH may hold
for commas, but not for speech boundaries. A recent elec-
trophysiological study by Kerkhofs, Vonk, Schriefers, and
Chwilla (2008) seems, indeed, to cast doubt on such a
direct correspondence between commas and prosodic
boundaries as they found different ERP patterns in re-
sponse to written versus spoken materials. In particular,
a CPS (see below) was elicited by prosodic boundaries
but not by commas. However, Liu, Wang, and Jin (2010)
found CPS-like positivities for commas in Chinese. The
variability in findings may thus be partly influenced by
both cross-linguistic and interindividual differences in the

use of punctuation rules (see also Steinhauer & Friederici,
2001).

Event-related Brain Potentials and the Role
of Prosody in Sentence Processing

Although the findings reviewed above are compelling, the
majority of studies relied primarily on behavioral mea-
sures and subjective judgments. Using ERPs allows a more
objective on-line means to investigate the interaction of
prosody with syntactic parsing. Moreover, ERPs reflect au-
ditory processing across the entire length of a sentence,
and the profile of ERP components provides more specific
information about the actual nature of processing diffi-
culties. Several ERP components have been previously de-
scribed in the literature in relation to sentence processing,
a number of which are particularly relevant for the current
investigation.

The most reliable ERP component elicited by syntactic
garden path sentences is the P600, a posterior positivity
between 600 and 1000 msec after onset of the word caus-
ing the anomaly (Osterhout & Holcomb, 1992). This com-
ponent has also been elicited by various kinds of syntactic
violations (Friederici, 2002) and has been interpreted as a
correlate of additional processing costs during structural
reanalyses (Friederici, 2002) or syntactic integration (Kaan
& Swaab, 2003).

Unlike the P600, the N400 component is thought to pri-
marily reflect difficulties during the processing of lexically
bound semantic information. The N400 is a slightly right-
lateralized negativity with centro-parietal scalp distribution
that peaks around 400 msec. Initially, it was found to be
elicited by implausible words such as the final word of the
sentence “He spread the warm bread with socks” (Kutas &
Hillyard, 1980). Subsequent work suggested that the N400
is a default response to content words which is modulated
by the respective context (Kutas, van Petten, & Kluender,
2006). In other words, an increased N400 amplitude is an
index of processing difficulty while retrieving and inte-
grating a word in terms of its conceptual meaning. Whereas
implausible theta roles often elicit N400s, a combined
N400–P600pattern is found if anNPdoes not receive a theta
role (e.g., agent, patient) at all, for example, an object NP
appearing after an obligatorily intransitive verb (Friederici
& Frisch, 2000). As will become clear, both the N400 and
the P600 are relevant to the present study because garden-
path effects may interfere with lexical–semantic as well as
syntactic integration.

More to the point, a number of ERP studies have shown
that prosodic information is used in parsing as soon as it
is available to the listener, whether in conditions contain-
ing a mismatch between prosodic and syntactic informa-
tion (Mietz, Toepel, Ischebeck, & Alter, 2008; Eckstein &
Friederici, 2006; Steinhauer et al., 1999) or in conditions
containing syntactic ambiguity (Kerkhofs, Vonk, Schriefers,
& Chwilla, 2007). Of particular relevance to the present
investigation is a study by Steinhauer et al. (1999), which
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demonstrated the guiding role of prosody in parsing by
eliciting a prosody-induced garden path effect reflected
in a biphasic N400–P600 ERP pattern. Their study included
three conditions, the first two of which were well-formed
German sentences containing a temporary attachment am-
biguity. As in Kjelgaard and Speerʼs (1999) behavioral ex-
periment, the critical third condition created a mismatch
between the prosodic and the syntactic structure to probe
prosody effects on parsing. Through digital cross-splicing of
the speech signals, mismatching prosody and syntax were
combined, resulting in a local violation of the verbʼs intran-
sitive argument structure. In line with other ERP work, the
N400 was taken to reflect lexical processing related to the
verb argument structure violation in the stimuli, whereas
the P600 reflected the subsequent structural reanalysis
(Friederici & Frisch, 2000). The study provided the first
electrophysiological evidence that prosodic boundaries
can override the LC principle and change the initial parsing
preference toward an EC analysis. Regrettably, the authors
did not include a corresponding EC garden path condition
that could elucidate the BDH. However, a more recent
study by Bögels, Schriefers, Vonk, Chwilla, and Kerkhofs
(2010), investigating similar sentences in spoken Dutch,
did include EC conditions that lacked a boundary (along
with LC conditions containing a superfluous prosodic
break). Although their ERP analyses focused primarily on
differences between object- and subject-control verbs (that
are irrelevant in the present context), their data can, never-
theless, shed light on the BDH. Most importantly, whereas
they reported systematic ERP garden path effects (N400s)
for superfluous boundaries in LC structures (similar to
Steinhauer et al., 1999), no such effects were found follow-
ing missing boundaries in EC garden path sentences. The
authors interpreted this pattern as evidence for a default
preference for EC rather than LC, contrary to the observa-
tions of Steinhauer et al. (and thus, implicitly, contrary to
the core assumptions of the garden pathmodel). However,
as these findings are perfectly in line with Steinhauer and
Friedericiʼs (2001) comma experiment, they may rather
be viewed as a first indication that the BDH is, indeed, ap-
plicable to spoken language as well (see also Discussion).

The CPS Component

In the same study by Steinhauer et al. (1999), a distinct ERP
component marking the perception of a prosodic bound-
ary was identified and labeled the closure positive shift
(CPS). This component was consistently recorded at the
closure of prosodic phrases, and was characterized by a
large positive-going waveform distributed bilaterally with
a duration of about 500msec (Steinhauer, 2003; Steinhauer
et al., 1999). As the CPS profile in ERPs may resemble other
ERP components (such as P600s or word onset compo-
nents), Steinhauer (2003) described a number of criteria
as to how these can be distinguished from a CPS; the inter-
ested reader is referred to that paper for further details. The
CPS has since been replicated in German, Dutch, Japanese,

Chinese, and Korean (Bögels et al., 2010; Li & Yang., 2009;
Wolff, Schlesewsky, Hirotani, & Bornkessel-Schlesewsky,
2008; Kerkhofs et al., 2007; Pannekamp, Toepel, Alter, Hahne,
& Friederici, 2005; Hwang & Steinhauer, in press), and has
been argued to exclusively reflect the perception of pro-
sodic boundaries, as it was elicited by speech signals that
maintained prosodic information but were lacking both se-
mantic and syntactic content (Pannekamp et al., 2005), and
even by hummed sentences, lacking all types of segmental
content (Pannekamp et al., 2005; Steinhauer & Friederici,
2001). This seems consistentwithBeckmanʼs (1996)proposal
that prosody is, in fact, “a complex grammatical structure
that must be parsed in its own right” (see also Fodor, 1998).

The Current Study

The first goal of our study was to replicate and extend the
findings of Steinhauer et al. (1999) using English stimuli.
To date, neither CPS data from English nor ERP data for
the classical EC/LC garden path are available. Through
digital cross-splicing of lexically identical but prosodically
different initial sentence fragments, we were able to create
two critical conditions that would presumably generate
garden path effects based exclusively on their prosodic
structure. Due to the nature of English EC and LC construc-
tions, an interesting prosodicmanipulation is possible. That
is, in addition to examining the effect of a superfluous pro-
sodic boundary as in Steinhauer et al.ʼs German stimuli, we
can test the effect of the inappropriate absence of a pro-
sodic boundary, and thereby the predictions of the BDH.
Thus, unlike previous studies on conflicting prosody that in-
troduced EC prosody into LC sentences and vice versa, we
created an EC version without any boundaries (Condition C
inTable 1) and an LC version that contained twoboundaries,
the first of which was superfluous (Condition D).
The EC sentence without boundaries can be viewed as

an auditory analogue of the classical EC garden path in
reading studies [see (1b) above]. Although garden path ef-
fects were predicted in both conditions, the respective
on-line ERP patterns were expected to also reflect (a) the
exact position of processing difficulties and (b) the quali-
tative and quantitative differences between the two types of
garden paths. An overall advantage of LCover EC (Kjelgaard
& Speer, 1999) could result in an attenuated P600 ampli-
tude or duration for the LC sentences in (D). Alternatively,
the BDH (Steinhauer & Friederici, 2001) would predict a
smaller P600 for the EC garden path in (C), as only (D) re-
quires the deletion of an existing prosodic boundary.

METHODS

Participants

Twenty-six undergraduate students fromMcGill University
(13 women, age range = 18–25 years) were recruited by
advertisement and paid for their participation. All were
right-handed (EdinburghHandedness Inventory; Oldfield,
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1971) native speakers of English with no known history of
hearing impairment or brain injury. Prior to their partici-
pation, each subject gave written informed consent. Six
subjects (2 women) were later excluded from further
analysis due to EOG and movement artifacts exceeding
40% of the trials in one or more of the four main conditions.

Materials

Four experimental conditions were created in two steps.
First, 40 EC and LC sentence pairs in English (A and B in
Table 1) were either adopted from previous studies (24;
Walker et al., 2001; Kjelgaard & Speer, 1999), or were con-
structed anew following the same schema (16). The first
VP in each sentence pair contained an optionally transitive
main verb (e.g., is approaching), compatible with both
LC and EC structures. As corpus analyses of the 40 verbs
revealed an overall bias toward transitive use, and because
wewere interested in structural parsing preferences, we used
the verbs in progressive aspect (“is approaching”) rather
than present or past tense (“approaches”/“approached”).
Progressive verb forms have previously been shown to re-
duce such a transitivity bias without abolishing the structural
garden-path effects (Frazier, Carlson, & Clifton, 2006). The
80 sentences in Conditions A (LC) andB (EC)were recorded
by a male English native speaker in a sound-attenuating
booth (44.1 kHz sampling rate, 16-bit amplitude resolution
[Marantz digital recorder PMD670]). Both conditions were
produced with normal (cooperating) prosody, that is, with
a boundary after the first verb in B, and a boundary after
NP2 (“the people”) in A (see Table 1 and Figure 2).
In a second step, the two garden path conditions with

conflicting prosody were derived from A and B by means
of digital cross-splicing such that Condition C consisted of

the initial portion of Condition A and the final portion of
Condition B, and vice versa for Condition D (Table 1 and
Figure 2). Using cross-spliced versions rather than inde-
pendent recordings of C and D has the major advantage
that the resulting Conditions C and D contain the exact
same physical speech signals as their control Conditions
A and B. The splicing point was selected at the beginning
of NP2 (e.g., “the people”), and thus, between the two
boundary positions, such that Condition D inherited both
boundaries, whereas Condition C contained no prosodic
boundary. As aforementioned, Condition C can therefore
be viewed as equivalent to the classical EC garden path
condition in reading studies (see Figure 1B above). Its re-
vision would require the establishment of a new boundary
but not the deletion of an already existing boundary. Con-
versely, revisionofDwould require thedeletionof a bound-
ary but not the creation of a new one. If Kjelgaard and
Speerʼs (1999) hypothesized on-line processing advantage
for LC holds, one might expect a stronger garden path ef-
fect for Condition C. Alternatively, if the necessity of delet-
ing prosodic boundaries is a major factor contributing to
processing difficulties, then ConditionDwould be expected
to bemuchharder thanC. In order to ensure that no audible
amplitude shifts would be detected by the listeners, each
sentence pair was spliced at the fricative “th” of the deter-
miner preceding noun2 (e.g., the people).4 In total, 160 ex-
perimental stimuli were generated (in 4 conditions of
40 sentences each).

To allow a precise time-locking between relevant events
in the speech signals (e.g., word or pause onsets) and the
recorded EEG, nine cue points were inserted into each
speech file of Conditions A and B, marking the constituents
and the splicingpoint in these sentences (seeTable 1). These
cue points were inherited by Sentences C andDduring the

Table 1. Sample Stimuli of the Four Experimental Conditions Marked with Cue Points

Condition

Sentence ↓ Lexical Disambiguation ↓

Conj NP1 VP1 P1 NP2 P2 NP3 VP2

1 2 3 4……..5 6 7 8 9

A (LC) When a bear is approaching the people # the dogs come running

1 2 3 4 5 6 7………………………………………9

B (EC) When a bear is approaching # the people come running

C* (A1–B2) When a bear is approaching the people come running

D* (B1–A2) When a bear is approaching # the people # the dogs come running

Conditions C and D were derived from A and B by cross-splicing and inherited the corresponding cue points. See running text for details. The vertical
line at cue point # 6 marks the splicing point. As indicated by arrows (↓), lexical disambiguation of the sentences was possible on the words following
NP2 (i.e., NP3 “the dogs” in A and D and VP2 “come running” in B and C); these regions are relevant for the garden path effects in C and D.

1. Conditions A (in regular font) and B (in italics) are well-formed sentences. Conditions C and D are prosody–syntax mismatch conditions derived by
means of cross-splicing; the asterisk (*) indicates the linguistic anomaly.

2. # marks a prosodic boundary.

3. The dotted vertical line represents the splicing point.

4. The lexically disambiguating elements correspond to the first words following the ambiguous NP2 (i.e., the dogs in A and D, and come running in
B and C).

…
…

…
…

…
…

…
…

…
…

…
.
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splicing. The cue points were essentially recorded along
with the EEG and also used to determine and compare the
duration of constituents in A and B as part of the acoustic–
prosodic speech analysis (see below). In addition to the
160 experimental sentences, 160 unrelated filler sentences
(in 4 conditions of 40 sentences each) were generated to
prevent subjects from developing a strategy to recognize
the critical mismatch conditions. Two of the filler condi-
tions included well-formed stimuli (e.g., The man hoped
to enjoy the meal with friends) and two filler conditions
contained phrase-structure violations (e.g., Theman hoped
to *meal the enjoy with friends).

The 160 experimental and 160 filler sentences were
evenly distributed across four blocks of 80 trials and were
intermixed within each block in a pseudorandomized or-
der. The following constraints were met: (1) each block
contained 10 sentences in each of the four experimental
conditions A, B, C, andD as well as the four filler conditions;
(2) each block contained exactly one version (condition)
of each sentence; (3) there was no consecutive repetition
of the same condition; (4)match andmismatch conditions
(in both experimental and filler sentences) were evenly
distributed across each block; (5) no more than two ex-
perimental or two filler sentences occurred in a row, and
no more than three correct or three anomalous sentences
occurred in a row; (6) to minimize strategic processing ef-
fects, pseudorandomization within blocks also prevented
(a) consecutive presentation of semantically related sen-

tences, (b) repetition of sentence initial conjunctions,
and (c) clusters of particularly long or short sentences. Per-
mutations of these four blockswere then used to form four
experimental lists, using a Latin square design to counter-
balance block order across lists. In order to further rule out
any sequence effects, four additional “mirror” versions of
each list were created by reversing both the block order
and the sentence order within each block. Thus, a total
of eight experimental lists were created and evenly as-
signed across male and female subjects.

Prosodic (Acoustic) Differences

To ensure that the sentence conditions differed in terms of
their prosodic structure as expected, we extracted (i) word/
phrase and pause duration; (ii) pitch minima, maxima and
averages; and (iii) amplitude/intensity information for each
constituent marked by cue points (see Table 1) from the
speech files of Conditions A and B and subjected them to
statistical analyses.5 Similar to previous studies (e.g., Bögels
et al., 2010; Kjelgaard & Speer, 1999; Steinhauer et al.,
1999), we found the expected prosodic differences between
Conditions A and B in duration measures (Figure 3). Con-
trasts of the constituent durations in A and B showed that
the early boundary in B was marked by a highly significant
preboundary lengthening of VP1 (was approaching) and
a pause after VP1, whereas NP2 was lengthened and fol-
lowed by a pause at the second boundary position in A

Figure 2. Waveforms of
sample sentences in all four
conditions A–D. The vertical
line below the scissors symbol
indicates the splicing point.
Speech signals on gray-shaded
background were derived from
Condition A, whereas those
on white background
correspond to Condition B.
The hash mark (#) indicates
prosodic boundary positions.
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(all differences: p< .0001). The duration of the other con-
stituents did not differ significantly between A and B. Sta-
tistically significant differences between A and B in terms
of pitch and amplitude measures were not observed (all
ps > .05), most likely due to (a) a strong reliance of our
speaker on durational boundary markers and (b) inconsis-
tent types of boundary tones across sentences. Kjelgaard
and Speerʼs (1999) finding of such effects may have to
do with the fact that their speaker was instructed to pro-
duce specific intonation contours, whereas our speaker
was not. Note that Bögels et al. (2010) also reported sig-
nificant prosodic condition effects for duration measures
only.

Procedure

Participants sat in a comfortable chair approximately 80 cm
in front of a computer monitor inside an electromagneti-
cally shielded, sound-attenuating chamber (IAC America
Inc., New York, NY), and listened to spoken sentences
presented binaurally via insert earphones (Etymotic Re-
search, Elk Grove Village, IL). Subjects were asked to
press the left button of a computer mouse if the sentence
sounded natural/acceptable or the right button if the
sentence sounded unnatural/unacceptable (acceptability
judgment task). Subjects were not given explicit examples
of acceptable/unacceptable sentences. Each trial began
when a fixation cross appeared on the screen 1000 msec
before sentence presentation, which remained visible until
the end of the sentence. Subjects were instructed to fix-
ate the cross and avoid any blinking, eye movements, and
body movements during sentence presentation. Then, a
response prompt (i.e., “Natural or not?”) appeared on
the screen until a mouse button was pressed or the max-
imum response time (5 sec) had elapsed (whichever came
first). Next, a prompt (“!!!”) appeared on the screen for
1500 msec, indicating the interval during which the sub-
jects were instructed to blink their eyes before the next
trial began. Each session began with a short practice block
containing 10 sentences, after which further questions
were clarified if necessary.

EEG Recording

EEG was continuously recorded (500 Hz/32 bit sampling
rate; Neuroscan Synamps2 amplifier) from 19 cap-mounted
Ag/AgCl electrodes (Electro-Cap International, Eaton, OH)
placed according to the standard International 10–20 Sys-
tem at the following sites: Fp1, Fp2, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8, T3,
C3, Cz, C4, T4, T5, P3, Pz, P4, T6, O1, O2. Vertical and hori-
zontal eye movements (EOG) were recorded from bipolar
electrode arrays placed above and below the left eye and
at the outer canthus of each eye, respectively. All EEG elec-
trodes were referenced against the right mastoid; and an
electrode located halfway between Fpz and Fz served as
the ground. Electrode impedances were kept below 5 kΩ.

Behavioral Data Analysis

Acceptability ratings were computed as the percentage of
accepted sentences separately for each condition. Very
early responses (<200 msec) and very late responses
(>5000msec) were excluded from the analyses. Response
times were computed separately for accepted and rejected
trials in each of the four main conditions. Data were sub-
jected to repeated measures ANOVAs with the factors pros-
ody (2) and violation (2).

ERP Data Analysis

The EEG data were analyzed using EEProbe software (ANT,
The Netherlands). Single-subject averages were computed
separately for each experimental condition following a pre-
processing analysis which included filtering (0.16–30 Hz
bandpass), artifact rejection and detrending. All EEG epochs
contaminatedwith EOGandmovement artifacts exceeding a
30-μV threshold were excluded from the averaging proce-
dure. Only the data of those subjects with a minimum of
25 trials per condition entered the statistical analysis. On
average, 19%of the trials were lost due to artifacts; this per-
centage did not differ across conditions. In order to compen-
sate for the latency variability of speech signals, averages
time-locked to various events were computed (based on

Figure 3. Duration measures
for constituents and pauses
confirm the predicted acoustic–
prosodic differences between
Conditions A (black bars) and
B (gray bars). Whereas VP1 and
Pause 1 were significantly
longer in “early closure”
Condition B (marking the first
boundary), NP2 and Pause2
were longer in “late closure”
Condition A (marking the
second boundary). Note: NP3
occurred only in Condition A.
Asterisks (*) indicate significant
differences.
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the cue points shown in Table 1); moreover, testing the
robustness of effects occasionally required the use of mul-
tiple baseline intervals. Details are described in the Results
section. ERP components were quantified by means of
amplitude averages in representative time windows (see
Results section). Global analyses of variance (ANOVAs)
for repeated measures were carried out for the data in
each time window, separately for 3 midline and 12 lateral
electrode sites. The ANOVAs for ERP data from the lateral
electrodes included two condition factors, namely, prosody
(sentence fragment containing an IPh boundary vs. sentence
fragment without an IPh boundary; see also Table 2)6 and
violation (prosody–syntax match vs. prosody–syntax mis-
match), as well as three topographical factors, namely,
hemisphere (right vs. left), laterality (medial vs. lateral7),
and anterior–posterior (frontal vs. central vs. posterior).
ANOVAs for the midline electrodes included the same fac-
tors except for the topographical factors hemisphere and
laterality. Additional ANOVAs followed up on significant
interactions. In order to address violations of sphericity,
the Greenhouse–Geisser correction was applied to all re-
peated measures with more than one degree of freedom
in the numerator, for which we report original degrees of
freedom and corrected p values.

RESULTS

Behavioral Data

Acceptability rates and response times of the behavioral
task are displayed in Figure 4 and Table 3, respectively.
Whereas naturally spoken LC and EC sentences in Condi-
tions A and B were equally well accepted—87.5% and
87.2% of the time, respectively (F < 1), and did not differ
in response times either (F<1)—the classical garden path
Condition C was accepted in only 53.3% of the trials, and
Condition D, with its two boundaries, was rated as even
less acceptable (28.0%). The difference in acceptability be-
tween C and D, and all other pairwise comparisons with A
and B, were highly significant [all F(1, 19) values> 22, ps<
.0001]. Moreover, subjects were faster in accepting A and
B than the cross-spliced Conditions C and D [F(1, 148) =
24.86, p< .0001], but tended to need more time to reject

stimuli in ConditionC compared toConditionD [F(1, 19)=
3.62, p < .08]. Only in Condition D did participants need
more time to accept sentences than to reject them, al-
though this numerical difference did not reach significance
( p > .05).

ERP Data

Because the ERPs time-locked to the sentence onset do
not provide the desired precision due to variability in word
and constituent length across our 40 sentences and, as a
result of cross-splicing, the relevant control condition
comparisons differ before and after the splicing point,
we will address CPS and garden path effects time-locked
to local events and compared to the appropriate matched
controls. As boundary effects will help us understand the
garden path effects, we will first present the CPS findings.

ERP Effects at Boundary Positions

Figure 5A and B illustrates the ERPs time-locked to the off-
set of words immediately preceding the two pauses. In

Figure 4. Acceptability ratings (% accepted trials) per condition.
Whereas conditions with cooperating prosody (A and B) were accepted
87% of the time, the prosody-induced garden path in Conditions C and
D resulted in processing difficulties. Acceptability was particularly low in
Condition D, which required the listeners to mentally delete a
boundary.

Table 3. Response Times (msec) for Accepted and Rejected
Trials Per Condition

Condition

Accepted Trials Rejected Trials

Mean SD Mean SD

A 683 334 1180 736

B 702 324 998 632

C 929 440 999 529

D 944 422 755 444

Table 2. Matched Condition Pairs before and after the Splicing
Point, Illustrating Which Conditions Shared Identical Speech
Signals and Were, therefore, Contrasted in the ERP Analyses

Before the
Splicing Point

After the
Splicing Point

Boundary present B (EC)/*D(LC) A (LC)/*D(LC)

Boundary absent A (LC)/*C(EC) B (EC)/*C(EC)

Early closure (EC) and late closure (LC) indicate which syntactic analy-
sis was required based on the lexical information.
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Figure 5A, ERPs in all four conditions are shown for the first
boundary position at verb1 offset (“is approaching_”). As
this position lies prior to the splicing point, matched sen-
tence pairs A/C and B/D show virtually the same pattern.
Most importantly, we can see that the two conditions con-
taining a prosodic boundary (B and D) both show the ex-
pected closure positive shift immediately starting at the
offset of the verb. This CPS1 has a broad distribution with
a central amplitudemaximum, peaks at about 300msec and
returns to baseline between 500 and 700 msec. This latter
observation is important, as previous studies describing
CPS components (e.g., Kerkhofs et al., 2007; Pannekamp
et al., 2005; Steinhauer et al., 1999) did not explicitly address
its return to baseline. This negative shift continues even
after crossing the baseline and also includes the N400-like
effect in D (see below). Unlike B and D, Conditions A and
C display a fronto-central negative shift between 200 and
700 msec, peaking around 550 msec. This peak is larger in

A than C, likely due to differences after the splicing point.
A last relevant observation concerns the negativity directly
preceding the CPS in B and D which reaches its peak am-
plitude at about−50msec. If we adopt the notion that this
peakmarks the actual onset of the CPS in B and D, the CPS
must indeed have been triggered by events that occurred
prior to the pause onset.

All of the above observations were confirmed by statisti-
cal analyses. Due to the variability of speech and music sig-
nals, baselines in auditory ERP experiments tend to be less
robust than in reading studies, such that multiple analyses
using different baselines, or baseline-independent mea-
sures, are advantageous to demonstrate robust effects
(e.g., Knoesche et al., 2005; Steinhauer, 2003). We thus
conducted analyses using three different baseline intervals:
(a)−500 to−150msec, (b)−500 to 0msec, and (c)−50 to
50msec. All of them revealed consistent effects for both the
CPS and the preceding negativity. Here we report analyses

Figure 5. (A) CPS1 in
Conditions B and D at the
first boundary. Grand-average
ERPs of all four conditions are
time-locked to the offset of the
first verb (“is approaching”;
vertical lines at 0 msec), using a
baseline of −500 to 0 msec.
Conditions B (gray, dotted) and
D (black, dotted) evoke a
closure positive shift (CPS) at
pause onset, which is directly
preceded by a broadly
distributed negativity.
Conditions A (gray, solid) and
C (black, solid), which do not
contain a boundary at this
position, elicit a slow frontal
negativity between 200 and
700 msec.
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with the baseline from −500 to 0 msec that also underlies
the plots in Figure 5A.

The Negativity Preceding CPS1

Between−200 and 0msec, we found amain effect of Pros-
ody at both lateral [F(1, 19)= 15.95, p< .0001] andmidline
electrodes [F(1, 19) = 25.60, p < .0001]. At lateral elec-
trodes, additional interactions of Prosodywith factors Lateral-
ity [F(1, 19) = 13.00, p< .002] and Laterality ×Hemisphere
[F(1, 19) = 4.46, p < .05] indicated that the negativity was
most prominent at medial electrodes and larger over the
right hemisphere. A similar small right-lateralized negativity
preceding the CPS was also observed by Bögels et al.
(2010), who referred to it as a “reversed effect.”

The CPS1 in B and D

Analyses at lateral sites between 0 and 600 msec revealed a
main effect of Prosody [F(1, 19)= 6.16, p< .03] and a highly

significant Prosody× Laterality interaction [F(1, 19)= 39.47,
p < .0001], indicating that the difference between Condi-
tions A/C and B/Dwas larger overmedial [F(1, 19)= 10.90,
p < .004] than lateral/peripheral ( p > .17) electrodes. At
midline electrodes, we found both a main effect of Pros-
ody [F(1, 19) = 11.88, p < .003] and a marginal Prosody ×
AntPost interaction [F(2, 38) = 3.81, p< .06], pointing to a
maximum at Cz. More fine-grained analyses of consecutive
100-msec timewindows showed that theprosody-relateddif-
ferences were most prominent during the first 500 msec.
The absence of any effects involving the factor violation
(Fs<1) underlines the fact that thematched conditionpairs
(A/C and B/D, respectively) elicited indistinguishable ERPs
during the first 500 msec. Between 500 and 700 msec, an
additional Prosody × Violation × Hemisphere interaction
[F(1, 19) = 4.43, p < .05] reflected the somewhat right-
lateralized N400-like negativity in Condition D.9 As the
ramp-like frontal negative shift in A and C may have con-
tributed to the differences between B/D and A/C, we also
conducted single-sample t tests to determine when and at

Figure 5. (B) CPS2 in
Condition A (compared to B)
at the second boundary.
Grand-average ERPs are
time-locked to the offset of
NP2 (“the people”; vertical lines
at 0 msec), using a baseline of
−50 to +50 msec. Condition A
(gray, solid) evokes a CPS at
pause onset, which returns to
baseline after some 500 msec.
Condition B (gray, dotted),
which does not contain a
boundary at this position, does
not show this CPS. Instead, at
about −200 msec, we see the
return-to-baseline of its CPS
at the first boundary position
(see also Figure 5A).
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which electrode sites each of the four conditions differed
significantly from the baseline. These t tests demonstrated
that the CPS in B andDwas highly significant at central and
posterior electrodes during the first 200–500 msec [Cz,
Pz, C3, P3, P4, T5; all t(19) > 2.5, p < .02].10 In contrast,
the negative shift in A and C reached significance only after
400msec, was constrained to frontal and central electrodes,
particularly over the right hemisphere, and reached its
highest significance in Condition A at electrodes F4 and F8
between 500 and 700 msec [t(19) values > 4.75, p< .0001].
Combined, these analyses indicate that both the CPS at the
first boundary position in Conditions B/D and the frontal
negativity in A/C contributed to the prosody effects, al-
though with distinct latencies and scalp distributions.

The CPS2 in Condition A

Both the ANOVA comparing Conditions A and B and the
single-sample t tests for Condition A confirmed the signif-
icance of the CPS in Condition A (Figure 5B). The analysis
between 0 and 600 msec revealed a main effect of Prosody
at both lateral [F(1, 19) = 4.95, p< .04] and midline elec-
trodes [F(1, 19) = 4.76, p < .05] as well as a Prosody ×
Laterality interaction at lateral sites [F(1, 19) = 5.58, p <
.03], again indicating larger amplitudes near the midline.
As with the first CPS, the effect was most reliable between
100 and 400 msec [e.g., Prosody × Laterality: F(1, 19) =
14.65, p< .002]. t tests for the same time interval demon-
strated that the CPS in Condition A differed significantly
from baseline at 13 out of 15 electrodes [with t(19)-values
ranging between 2.65 ( p < .03) and 4.81 ( p < .0001)]. In
terms of bothmagnitude and reliability, the CPS was largest
at frontal electrodes, particularly over the right hemisphere.
As this pattern mirrors the distribution of the negative shift
in A and C prior to this boundary (see Figure 5A), this nega-
tivity may have influenced the subsequent positive shift
(see below). The small positive deflection in B did not reach
significance ( p > .1).

Comparison of CPS1 and CPS2

To examine the variability of CPS components, we directly
compared the three CPS components in Conditions B, D,
and A (factor condition) between 0 and 600 msec (as well
as in smaller timewindows) using a−50 to+50msec base-
line. Apart from shared effects of laterality [F(1, 19)= 7.36,
p< .02], we found a significant Condition × AntPost inter-
action [F(4, 76) = 4.16, p< .005]. Pairwise comparisons re-
vealed that the CPS in A was consistently more frontal than
those in Conditions B [Condition × AntPost: F(1, 19) =
5.27, p < .01] and D [F(1, 19) = 5.79, p < .007], which
did not differ from each other (F< 1). However, as shown
in Figure 6, which contrasts the late CPS2 in A with the early
CPS1 (averaged across Conditions B andD) using a baseline
of −650 to −550 msec, these differences were primarily
due to the frontal negative shift preceding the CPS in Con-
dition A; selecting the baseline prior to onset of this nega-

tivity virtually eliminates all distributional differences among
the CPS components. In other words, at frontal electrodes,
the positive shift in Condition A can be best described as
a combination of both (a) the reset of the frontal negativity
and (b) the CPS proper.

Garden Path Effects

Recall that after the splicing point, Condition C now shares
the same speech signal with Condition B, whereas ERPs in
Condition D were elicited by the exact same speech signal
as those in Condition A (see Table 2). Figure 7 gives an
overview of the ERPs in all four conditions from 500 msec
before to 1800 msec after the splicing point. It provides
information about the general profile and scalp distribu-
tion of the ERP components. The other three figures (Fig-
ures 8A–B and 9A) show selected pairwise comparisons
among the four conditions at the midline and voltage
maps for corresponding garden path differences between
the two respective conditions (BD, AD, and BC). For these
analyses, we chose a baseline interval of−500 to 0msec in
order to minimize the impact of the first CPS (in Condi-
tions B and D) on the current comparisons. These CPS1
components can be seen between −200 and +100 msec
relative to the splicing point, most prominently at central
electrodes.

Between 200 and 700 msec, all four conditions display a
broadly distributed negativity (see Figure 7). In B and D,
it corresponds to the post-CPS1 negativity, whereas in A
and C it reflects the negative shift preceding the second
boundary position. Only in Condition D does the negativ-
ity reach amplitudes of more than 2 μV even at posterior
electrodes. This is due to the additional N400-like effect in
this condition, which is best illustrated in Figure 8A com-
paring Conditions B and D. Importantly, this negativity
marks the first significant difference between Conditions
B and D. Its onset latency of about 200 msec suggests that
the ERP during the first 200 msec after the splicing point
was still exclusively determined by the speech signal pre-
sented prior to it. After this point, the listenerʼs brain had
clearly begun to integrate the deviant prosodic informa-
tion in D. With respect to data analysis, this finding means
that after 200 or 300 msec, the control conditions for the
cross-spliced conditions need to be swapped: The more
valid control for Condition D should now be A, that for C
should be Condition B.11 At about 500 msec, the N400 in D
abruptly changes into a large posterior positivity between
700 and 1400 msec, peaking at about 1000 msec. The sec-
ond cross-spliced Condition C also elicits a positive-going
waveform with posterior distribution, however, approx-
imately 500msec later than D. As we assume these positiv-
ities to reflect linguistic processing difficulties, we will
henceforth refer to them as P600 components. The prosody–
syntax mismatch (garden path) effects were analyzed in four
time windows: Two windows were used to quantify the N400
in Condition D: from 150 to 450 msec to capture the early
difference between D and B, and from 300 to 550 msec for
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differences between D and A. For the P600 components
in D and C, we selected nonoverlapping time intervals of
700–1300 and 1300–1700 msec, respectively.

The N400 in Condition D

The centro-parietal negativity in Condition D between 200
and 500 msec indicates that, at this point, the different
speech signals in B and D started to affect the ERP. How-
ever, this does not necessarily imply a syntax–prosodymis-
match (garden path) effect: Because the speech signal in
D consists of the first part of B and the second part of A,
and because both A and B also elicit negativities in this
time range in absence of any mismatch, the N400-like ef-
fect may, in principle, be due to a superimposition of these
other components. In order to justify an interpretation of
the negativity in D in terms of a mismatch effect, we there-
fore have to demonstrate that it differs not only from the
negativities of both A and B but also from the sum of these
negativities. As summarized below, all of these compari-

sons did, in fact, confirm that the negativity in D cannot
be explained by any combination of the negativities in A
and B: It is not only larger in amplitude but also more poste-
riorly distributed than the other effects. Table 4 summarizes
the analyses for the 150–450 msec time window, where sig-
nificant interactions of Violation × Prosody × Laterality at
lateral electrodes and of Violation × Prosody at the midline
reflect the difference between D and B (and its absence in C
vs. A; p > .7) in the global ANOVAs. The follow-up com-
parison of B and D showed the expected prosody effects
and revealed that the difference was most prominent at Pz
( p< .004), compatible with anN400. In contrast, the small
difference between A and C at right anterior electrodes was
reflected by a four-way interaction (Prosody × Laterality ×
AntPost × Hemisphere; p < .03). Additional analyses in a
standard N400 interval of 300 to 550 msec replicated all of
these differences and also demonstrated that Condition D
differed at Pz from all three other conditions (A: p< .03; B:
p < .007; C: p< .003). Last, to test the hypothesis of addi-
tive negativities underlying the N400, the difference wave

Figure 6. Direct comparison
of CPS1 (collapsed across
Conditions B and D, dotted
line) and CPS2 in Condition
A (solid line). Selection of an
early baseline interval (−650 to
−550 msec) reveals that the
positive shift in A comprises
both the “reset” of the ramp-like
frontal negativity and the CPS
proper. The actual CPS
components at both boundary
positions display strikingly
similar morphology and
distribution.
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between D and B (i.e., the N400 effect) was contrasted to
the negativity in A. Condition×AntPost interactions at both
lateral and midline electrodes reached significance in the
150–450 msec as well as the 300–550 msec intervals [all
F(2, 38) > 5, ps < .02], confirming the significantly more
posterior distribution of the N400 in Condition D. Together,
these analyses strongly suggest that this component reflects
the first prosody–syntax mismatch effect.

The P600 in Condition D

The large parietal positive component following the N400
in Condition D differed significantly from all other con-
ditions between 700 and 1300 msec and was somewhat
larger over the right than the left hemisphere (see Table 5
for details). Compared to its matched control condition after
the splicing point (i.e., Condition A), it continued to differ
significantly until the end of the epoch (1800 msec; see Fig-
ure 8A and B). Two observations regarding its timing are
worth mentioning. First, the P600 in Condition D has almost

the same onset, peak and offset latencies as the CPS2 in Con-
dition A (Figure 8B). Therefore, it is impossible to determine
whether or not the sharedboundary at this position elicited a
CPS in Condition D as well or not. However, it is also clear
that, in addition to its much larger amplitude, the scalp dis-
tribution of the P600wasmore posterior than that of theCPS
in A [Violation × AntPost: F(2, 38) = 10.51, p< .003], ruling
out any common account for the two effects despite their
similarity in timing. Secondly, the rather early occurrence
of both the N400 and the P600 in Condition D suggests that
these effects were elicited by the earliest available prosodic
cues providing boundary information. Additional analyses
time-locked to the offset of the pause, that is, the onset of
NP3 (not shown), also confirmed that the P600 was elicited
(and even reached half of its peak amplitude) before the end
of the pause. That is, listeners encountered processing
difficulties right at the second boundary (“When a bear is
approaching #1 the people #2 …”) and did not have to
wait even for the third NP (“the dogs”). We will return to this
issue in the Discussion section.

Figure 7. Grand-average ERPs
of all four conditions time-
locked to the splicing point
(determiner “the” of NP2
the people), illustrating the
prosody–syntax mismatch
effects. Whereas Condition D
elicits a biphasic pattern
consisting of an N400 and a
subsequent large P600-like
positivity at the second
boundary, Condition C evokes
a P600 at the disambiguating
second VP.
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The P600 in Condition C

In contrast to Condition D, the P600 in Condition C was
elicited rather late, that is, at the second VP (When a bear
is approaching the people come running; see Figure 9A).
This indicates that the listenersʼ processing difficulties de-
pended on the integration of the lexically disambiguating
information of the verb, not just on the absence of the
second pause. The P600 effect in Condition C was signifi-
cant between 1400 and 1700 msec after the splicing point

and had a somewhat left-lateralized parietal distribution
(Table 5). However, because Condition C and its matched
control Condition B already differed earlier (i.e., between
500 and 1400 msec) due to the impact of the CPS1 in B
and subsequent negativities, we also ran a comparison
between ERPs in B and C time-locked to the onset of
the second (disambiguating) VP, employing a baseline of
−50 to +50 msec that eliminated earlier differences. This
comparison, which largely resembles that in Figure 9A, is
illustrated in Figure 9B. The corresponding analyses for

Figure 8. Garden path effects in Condition D at midline electrodes, time-locked to the splicing point (determiner “the” of NP2 the people).
(A) The centro-parietal N400 in D reflects the first difference from Condition B at about 200 msec after the splicing point and likely reflects semantic–
thematic processing difficulties. As NP2 (the people) is lengthened in D (but not in B), the earlier onset of the negative shift in D cannot be explained
by word length differences. At Fz, onset N100–P200 components of the postboundary words in both B and D also illustrate that the much earlier
CPS1 is completely independent of these components. (B) After the splicing point, ERPs in Conditions A and D were elicited by the exact same
speech signals. The large P600-like positivity may reflect attempts to reanalyze the structure, which seemed to have failed in most trials. (C) Voltage
maps of the difference waves illustrate the centro-parietal, slightly right-lateralized distribution of the N400 (D − B) and of the parietal P600 (D − A).
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these averages were performed in a time window from
900 to 1100 msec and replicated all relevant effects. Sig-
nificant interactions of violation, with the factors laterality
and AntPost ( p values < .02), underlined the medial and
posterior distribution of the P600 [main effect of violation
at Pz: F(1, 19) = 6.48, p < .02]. Thus, the P600 was found
to be independent of earlier differences between Condi-
tions B and C.
A last analysis concerned the question as to whether the

P600 in Condition C varied in amplitude depending on
whether the sentences were ultimately rated as acceptable
or not.12 This analysis, also computed for ERPs time-locked
to VP2 onset, was not entirely conclusive. On the one hand,
the P600 amplitudes of accepted trials (Pz: 4.44 μV) and re-
jected trials (Pz: 5.04 μV) in Condition C did not differ sig-
nificantly from each other (e.g., at Pz: F< 1). On the other
hand, only rejected trials differed significantly from control
Condition B [Pz: F(1, 19) = 4.73, p< .05], whereas the dif-

ference between B and accepted trials in C was only mar-
ginally significant [F(1, 19) = 2.99, p < .1]. This pattern
as a whole was likely due to individual variability and the
relatively small number of trials per subcondition. It sug-
gests that the P600 effect was somewhat less reliable in
accepted trials.

To summarize, Condition D elicited a biphasic N400/P600
pattern right at the second boundary, whereas Condition C
displayed a P600 at the lexically disambiguating second VP,
whose amplitude was numerically larger in rejected than
accepted trials.

DISCUSSION

The present ERP study investigated the on-line processing
of spoken English garden path sentences (early vs. late
closure; EC, LC) with either cooperating or conflicting

Figure 9. P600 garden path
effect in Condition C compared
to matched control Condition
B, time-locked to (A) the
splicing point and (B) the onset
of VP2 (come running). The
plots in (B) are more reliable as
they compensate for earlier
differences between the
conditions that were influenced
by the CPS1 in B. (C) The
voltage map of the P600
difference wave (C − B) shows
a slightly left-lateralized parietal
distribution.
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prosody. The EC Condition C (with no audible bound-
aries) elicited a P600 on the disambiguating second VP,
whereas the LC Condition D (with two boundaries) dis-
played an N400 followed by a large P600 at its second pro-
sodic boundary. ERPs also reliably replicated the CPS at
prosodic boundaries and shed new light on the profile
and temporal fine structure of this component. We will
now discuss these findings, in turn, starting with the garden
path effects.

Garden Path Effects in Condition C

Compared to its matched control B, Condition C elicited a
relatively small, but significant, parietal positivity on the

morphosyntactically (lexically) disambiguating second VP
(VP2). We interpret this effect as a P600 component previ-
ously found to reflect syntactic processing difficulties in both
garden path sentences (Osterhout, Holcomb, & Swinney,
1994) and syntactic violations (Friederici, 2002). The effect
was predicted under the assumption that, without explicit
prosodic boundary information, listeners would follow the
LC principle (Frazier, 1987; Frazier & Fodor, 1978) and ini-
tially interpret the ambiguous NP2 as the object NP of the
preceding verb.13 Only upon encountering the second
verb did they realize that NP2 was actually needed as the
subject of that verb, thus requiring a structural reanalysis
(see Figure 1B). In contrast to the vast majority of previ-
ous studies exploring prosody-induced (EC/LC) garden
path effects, Condition C did not include any misleading
boundary information. Rather, the garden path was due
to the lack of an early boundary, and thus, mirrored the
classical EC garden path in reading studies (Steinhauer &
Friederici, 2001; Frazier & Rayner, 1982). In spoken sen-
tences, this reanalysis may involve the mental creation of
a new boundary after verb1, which according to the bound-
ary deletion hypothesis, should be rather easy. Our P600
finding extends previous behavioral data investigating simi-
lar structures (Walker et al., 2001; Kjelgaard & Speer, 1999)
and supports the guiding role of the LC principle in spoken
sentences that lack prosodic boundaries.
On the other hand, the rather small and local P600 effect

also suggests that the structural revision was, indeed, rela-
tively easy to carry out, thus confirming the prediction of
the BDH. Ease of reanalysis corresponds to the relatively
high acceptance of Condition C (compared to D). How-
ever, the difference in acceptance of 30% between C and
itsmatched correct control Condition B also illustrates that
listeners expect speakers to be unambiguous and provide
prosodic cues to facilitate processing (cf., Clifton, Carlson,
& Frazier, 2002;Grice, 1975). In linewith previous ERP stud-
ies (e.g., Osterhout et al., 1994), the somewhat larger
P600 effect for rejected than accepted sentences indi-
cates that more difficult garden path sentences elicit in-
creased P600 amplitudes more reliably and are more
likely to be rejected. This relationship also holds in com-
parison to D.

Prosody–Syntax Mismatch Effects in Condition D

ConditionD elicited a biphasic N400–P600 complex of ERP
components. Our analyses ruled out the possibility that
the N400 was a combination of other, prosody-related
negativities, as it significantly differed in both size and to-
pography from those. The N400 is likely to be similar to
the one reported by Steinhauer et al. (1999) for German
garden path sentences. In both studies, the N400 was elic-
ited as soon as it became apparent that the current NP
would not receive a proper thematic role. The difference
between the studies is that in Steinhauer et al. (1999), the
lack of this thematic role was indicated by an exclusively
intransitive verb, whereas in the present study, two NPs

Table 4. N400 Effect in Condition D (150–450 msec Relative to
Splicing Point)

Source df F p

1. Global ANOVA

Lateral electrodes

Violation × Prosody 1, 19 4.10 .06

Violation × Lat 1, 19 7.28 .02

Violation × Antpost 2, 38 3.53 .06

Prosody × Hemi 1, 19 6.58 .02

Viol × Pros × Lat 1, 19 8.63 .01

Viol × Lat × Antpost 2, 38 4.99 .02

Pros × Lat × Antpost 2, 38 4.18 .03

Pros × Lat × Hemi 1, 19 4.64 .05

Pros × Lat × Antpost × Hemi 2, 38 6.46 .01

Viol × Pros × Lat × Antpost × Hemi 2, 38 3.37 .06

Midline electrodes

Violation × Prosody 1, 19 7.10 .02

Prosody × Antpost 2, 38 5.56 .02

2. Pairwise Comparison: D vs. B

Lateral electrodes

Violation 1, 19 4.37 .06

Violation × Lat 1, 19 10.67 .005

Violation × Antpost 2, 38 5.13 .03

Viol × Lat × Antpost 2, 38 4.66 .02

Midline electrodes

Violation 1, 19 8.57 .001

Fz 1, 19 4.78 .05

Cz 1, 19 8.58 .01

Pz 1, 19 10.92 .004
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Table 5. P600 Effects in Conditions C (1300–1700 msec) and D (700–1300 msec), Relative to Splicing Point

Source df

P600 in D
(700–1300 msec)

P600 in C
(1300–1700 msec)

F p F p

Lateral electrodes Global ANOVA Global ANOVA

Violation 1, 19 3.94 .07

Prosody 1, 19 5.71 .03 9.90 .006

Violation × Lat 1, 19 10.49 .005 15.54 .001

Violation × Antpost 2, 38 8.94 .006

Prosody × Hemi 1, 19 14.92 .001

Prosody × Lat 1, 19 37.44 .0001

Prosody × Antpost 2, 38 8.23 .007

Viol × Pros × Lat 1, 19 11.45 .004

Viol × Pros × Antpost 2, 38 7.78 .008

Viol × Pros × Hemi 1, 19 21.02 .0003 14.96 .001

Viol × Pros × Lat × Antpost 2, 38 4.01 .03

Viol × Lat × Antpost × Hemi 2, 38 7.58 .005 3.66 .05

Viol × Pros × Lat × Antpost × Hemi 2, 38 7.59 .005 5.65 .02

Midline electrodes
Global ANOVA
(700–1300 msec)

Global ANOVA
(1300–1700 msec)

Violation 1, 19 8.90 .008 5.89 .03

Prosody 1, 19 4.94 .04 22.49 .0001

Violation × Prosody 1, 19 4.44 .05

Violation × Antpost 2, 38 7.88 .01

Prosody × Antpost 2, 38 8.36 .002 7.05 .01

Viol × Pros × Antpost 2, 38 4.10 .05

Lateral electrodes
Conditions A:D
(700–1300 msec)

Conditions B:C
(1300–1700 msec)

Violation 1, 19 7.50 .02

Violation × Lat 1, 19 24.13 .0001 5.59 .03

Violation × Antpost 2, 38 10.51 .003 5.45 .03

Violation × Hemi 1, 19 12.18 .003 8.52 .01

Viol × Lat × Antpost × Hemi 2, 38 11.70 .0005

Midline electrodes
Conditions A:D
(700–1300 msec)

Conditions B:C
(1300–1700 msec)

Violation 1, 19 17.59 .0005

Violation × Antpost 2, 38 4.24 .03 10.29 .003

Fz 1, 19 4.69 .04

Cz 1, 19 21.43 .0002

Pz 1, 19 19.32 .0003 7.83 .02
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competed for the role to be assigned to the subject NP of
the next clause before that verb was even present. In fact,
both components were elicited even prior to the presenta-
tion of the third NP, and thus, must have been triggered by
the second boundary. At this point, the second NP was
prosodically separated from both the preceding verb and
the subsequent clause.14 The N400 effect may be viewed as
support for Bornkessel and Schlesewskyʼs (2006) proposal
of an early processing stage during which so-called general-
ized semantic roles are being assigned toNPs in the absence
of a verb, based on their prominence. The fact that no N400
was found in Condition C suggests that the lack of, rather
than the necessity to revise, theta roles yields N400 com-
ponents. This seems to be in line with previous findings of
verb argument violations (e.g., Friederici & Frisch, 2000).

The N400 in Condition D was followed by a large posi-
tivity that we tentatively referred to as a P600. Given that
the prosody–syntax mismatch condition involved two ex-
isting prosodic boundaries which prevented the second
NP from being attached to the first verb (as object NP, due
to Boundary 1) or the second verb (as subject NP, due to
Boundary 2 and the presence of the third NP), a large P600
effect is not surprising. The amplitude of the P600 has re-
peatedly beendemonstrated to increasewith the severity of
processing difficulties (e.g., Osterhout et al., 1994). How-
ever, the shapeof the positive-goingwaveform inCondition
D (particularly its steep onset and clear parietal peak) is also
reminiscent of a P300 component known to reflect the up-
dating of working memory (Donchin, 1981). The P300 is
a domain-general (i.e., not specifically syntax-related) ERP
component whose amplitude is positively correlated with
the task relevance and inversely correlated with the prob-
ability of the stimulus or event that elicits it. There is a con-
siderable literature reflecting a debate during the late 1990s
on whether the P600, in general, should be viewed as a (de-
layed) P300 component (Coulson, King, & Kutas, 1998).
Friederici, Mecklinger, Spencer, Steinhauer, and Donchin
(2001) analyzed late positivities from aGerman garden path
paradigm using PCA15 and argued that the P600 is not a
monolithic ERP component and that the P300 may often
be a subcomponent contributing to the P600. We believe
that this is likely to be the case in ConditionD as well. Given
the severity of the syntax–prosody mismatch, the difficulty
in resolving the problem (as it involves the deletion of a
prosodic boundary), and the absence of any comprehension
task that would have required the participants to actually
perform a syntactic reanalysis, we believe the participants
did not usually perform such a structural revision of the
stimulus, but rather based their acceptability judgment
on the mere detection of the anomaly. This would also ex-
plain the rather short response times for rejecting sentences
in D (755 msec), which were not only some 200 msec faster
compared to accepted trials in D (944 msec), but also more
than 240 msec faster than rejections in the other three con-
ditions (999–1080msec, see Table 3). Together, the present
pattern of garden path effects suggests that prosody does
not only play a role in preventing or causing garden path ef-

fects, it also determines their strength. This supports Baderʼs
(1998) claim that revision processes involving prosodic in
addition to syntactic structures should be more difficult.
In terms of syntactic processing alone, revisions from LC
to EC (in C) and from EC to LC (in D) both involve changes
of primary dominance relations (Gorrell, 1995), and can
thus be viewed as comparable. However, they did differ
in terms of prosodic reanalysis, supporting the BDH. This
interpretation is also in line with the findings of Bögels
et al. (2010), which demonstrated processing difficulty in
sentences requiring the deletion of a superfluous prosodic
boundary but not in sentences with a missing prosodic
boundary. Greater processing difficulties related to deleting
intonational phrase boundaries (e.g., in our Condition D)
may be explained in various ways. First, any attempt to
mentally undo the “positive evidence” of a boundary in
the speech signal implies the listenerʼs willingness to as-
sume that the speaker mistakenly produced the salient
boundary cues (compared to the more likely case of having
missed an insufficient boundary marking in Condition C)
(e.g., Clifton et al., 2002). Secondly, the extra time locally
available at boundaries may help consolidate the initial syn-
tactic analysis, potentially aided by conceptual–semantic in-
terpretations of the established phrase (Selkirk, 1984).
Recent evidence suggesting that the relative strength rather
than themere presence of boundaries may determine pars-
ing decisions is compatible with the former (less localist)
view.Whatever the exactmechanism at the boundary, only
the prosodic phrasing seems to be reflected by the CPS
(given that this component is elicited in absence of any
lexical information). The strong similarities between data
of the punctuation study (Steinhauer & Friederici, 2001)
and the present results suggest that commas in written
sentences and prosodic boundaries in speech have very
similar effects, which are accounted for by the BDH. The
boundary information seems to completely override any
default structural parsing preferences such as the LC prin-
ciple (see also Watson & Gibson, 2005). But why, then, did
Kjelgaard and Speer (1999) find an overall advantage for
LC, which appeared easier to process with conflicting pros-
ody even compared to EC sentences with “neutral” pros-
ody? We believe that differences in the stimulus materials
may have played a role. Kjelgaard and Speerʼs LC garden
path sentences with conflicting prosody all contained pro-
nouns as the thirdNP [see example (a) below] and, therefore,
allowed for an alternative revision [i.e., “left dislocation” as
illustrated in (c) below] that would result in a grammatical
structure without requiring a boundary deletion:

(a) When the maid cleans # the rooms theyʼre immacu-
late (garden path; prosody–syntax mismatch)

(b) When the maid cleans the rooms # theyʼre immacu-
late (supposed target structure after revision)

(c) When themaid cleans# the rooms—theyʼre immacu-
late (alternative structure after revision)

Interestingly, this alternative revision in (c) would not
even differ in interpretation from the target LC structure.
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In their EC garden path sentence, such an alternative revi-
sion is not possible, nor is it in other studies that employed
lexical NPs and did not find the LC advantage (Steinhauer
& Friederici, 2001; Walker et al., 2001).

The Closure Positive Shift

As in other ERP studies, the actual process of prosodic
phrasing was reflected by the CPS. The CPS has previously
been demonstrated for prosodic speech boundaries in
German (Steinhauer et al., 1999), in Dutch (Kerkhofs et al.,
2007) and,most recently, in Japanese (Wolff et al., 2008), Chi-
nese (Li & Yang, 2009), and Korean (Hwang & Steinhauer, in
press). Here we replicated this component for the first time
in English sentences, thus adding cross-linguistic validity
(see also Steinhauer, Abada, Pauker, Itzhak, & Baum, 2010,
for CPS data in older people). Except for the second bound-
ary in Condition D, where the CPS was superimposed by a
large P600 component and could, therefore, not be analyzed
independently, all three boundaries in Conditions A, B, and
D displayed a strikingly consistent CPS pattern (Figure 6).
In addition, ERP analyses aligned to the offset of the pre-
boundary word yielded two important findings regarding
the temporal fine structure of the CPS as well as preceding
negativities. The CPS started right at (or even prior to) pause
onset and shifted back toward the pre-CPS baseline after
some 400 msec, potentially triggered by the onset of the next
word. This is an important difference from the “music-
CPS” found for phrase boundaries in melodies, whose on-
set was triggered by postboundary notes (Knoesche et al.,
2005). This latency difference suggests that the perception
of musical boundaries may require more contextual informa-
tion. Further, at both the early and the late boundary, the
CPS was preceded by negativities, the profile of which dif-
fered depending on the boundary position in the sentence.
At the first boundary (in B and D), a central negativity was
elicited during the auditory presentation of the preboundary
VP1 (e.g., is approaching), reminiscent of the pre-CPS neg-
ativity reported by Bögels et al. (2010). The absence of this
negativity in Conditions A and C strongly suggests that it was
triggered by early prosodic cues carried by this VP which al-
ready marked the imminent boundary, that is, pre-boundary
syllable lengthening and/or boundary tones. Future research
will aim to specify the respective contribution of these two
early acoustic boundary markers. In contrast, prior to the
second boundary position in Condition A, a frontal negative
shift built up, whose onset was already present near the on-
set of the pre-boundary NP2 (e.g., the people). This negative
shift was (a) significantly more frontal than the one in B
and D, and (b) it was also present in Condition C, which
did not carry any acoustic boundary markers. Therefore,
the negative shift in A and C must be viewed as reflecting
a qualitatively different cognitive process than the pre-
boundary negativity in B and D. We interpret this shift as
an expectancy-related negativity for the following reasons.
As the syntactic structures employed in this study required

a boundary either prior to (EC) or subsequent to (LC) the
second NP, the lack of the first boundary in A and C may
have led subjects to anticipate the presence of the second
boundary. The fact that the amplitude was slightly larger in
Condition A than in Condition C may argue for an additional
contribution of prosodic cues (syllable lengthening and
boundary tones) as well, comparable to Conditions B and
D at the early boundary. After a “reset” of the frontal negative
shift in A (Figure 6), the shape of the CPS was virtually the
same as in B and D. This suggests that this reset and the CPS
are additive and largely independent effects. Future research
on the CPS will have to take these potential confounds into
account; analyses across the entire sentence alone (rather
than time-locked to the onset and offset of preboundary
words or constituents) may not be able to tease these effects
apart. Given that several previous studies investigating the
CPS in speech (e.g., Bögels et al., 2010; Pannekamp et al.,
2005; Steinhauer et al., 1999) also seem to show negativities
preceding it, prosodic phrasing based on multiple boundary
markers (including syllable lengthening, boundary tones and
pauses) may normally include both negativities and CPS
components. Unlike the expectancy-related negativity in A,
the pre-CPS negativity in Conditions B andDmay provide us
with another valuable tool to study prosodic on-line process-
ing, helping to tease apart the contribution of the various
acoustic cues speakers use to mark boundaries.

Conclusion

Prosody-induced garden path effects in the ERP demon-
strated that both the absence of a prosodic boundary and
the presence of an inappropriate boundary result in pro-
cessing difficulties that elicit typical ERP garden path effects
(N400s and P600s). Our findings suggest that the LC princi-
ple guides listeners in the sameway as readers, but that con-
flicting prosodic information immediately overrides this
preference. Importantly, in line with previous reports on
comma processing (e.g., Steinhauer & Friederici, 2001),
structural revisions requiring the listener to insert a new
boundary/comma (EC Condition C) appeared less difficult
than those requiring the subsequent deletion of boundaries
that were present in the original speech signal (LC Condi-
tion D). This finding lends strong support to the BDH and
casts doubt on the generalizability of behavioral data, sug-
gesting a general advantage of LC over EC sentences in
cases of syntax–prosody mismatches. That is, at least in
EC/LC ambiguities, the type of prosodic mismatch (missing
vs. superfluous boundary) may bemore important than the
syntactic structure of the target sentence. Syntactic parsing
and revision processes may further be modulated by an in-
teraction between prosodic information and other factors,
such as transitivity bias (see Itzhak et al., 2010).

The present study also replicated the CPS at prosodic
boundaries in English sentences. Its early onset distin-
guishes the CPS at speech boundaries in adults not only
from apparently similar positivities in infants (Männel &
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Friederici, 2009) but also from previous “music-CPS” find-
ings in skilled musicians (Knoesche et al., 2005), both of
which occurred only after onset of the first word or tone
following the boundary. Moreover, the CPS was preceded
by negativities that seem to reflect the processing of early
prosodic boundary markers realized on the preboundary
word or phrase (syllabic lengthening, boundary tones).
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Notes

1. The acoustic markers of prosodic boundaries are realized as
prefinal syllable lengthening, a boundary tone and a pause (see
Cutler, Dahan, & van Donselaar, 1997).
2. By the same token, a prosodic pattern that conflicts with the
sentenceʼs structure could mislead the parser toward an inter-
pretation that is incompatible with upcoming information. The
revision process in such a case is likely to be more difficult than
a purely syntactic reanalysis because the prosodic pattern would
have to be reanalyzed as well in order for the sentence to make
sense (Bader, 1998).
3. Note that garden path effects in these German sentences
(and in corresponding Dutch sentences studied by Bögels et al.,
2010) can be accounted for by both the LC and the minimal
attachment (MA) principles of the garden path model (Frazier,
1987). For reasons of simplicity, here we refer to the EC/LC
ambiguity only (but see Bögels et al., 2010, and Steinhauer,
2003, for a discussion of the MA analysis).
4. To ensure that neither the behavioral nor the ERP effects
could be attributed to audible splicing artifacts, we conducted a
rating study including 13 subjects who judged both the original
sentence conditions (A–D) and two newly created cross-spliced
conditions (C2 and D2) that intentionally included splicing arti-
facts. Results: (i) Even unspliced conditions A + B were rated
as “manipulated” in >20%; (ii) Conditions A + B vs. C + D dif-
fered by only ∼13.5%, and all four conditions showed a com-
parable total range of acceptability (0–95%) across subjects;
(iii) differences were at least partly due to participantsʼ off-line
considerations/second thoughts (e.g., “if the sentence sounded
weird, I concluded it was probably manipulated”), suggesting
that subjects had major difficulties distinguishing between true
splicing artifacts and the anomalous prosodic structure resulting
from the cross-splicing (especially in D). In sum, we believe that
there is little evidence for systematic cross-splicing artifacts in the
materials used in our ERP study. This conclusion was also con-
firmed by a linguist with expertise in phonology/phonetics who
listened to the full set of cross-spliced sentences used in our ERP
study and found not a single audible splicing artifact.
5. Corresponding analyses for Conditions C and D were not
necessary as they inherited this information from A and B during
cross-splicing.

6. Note that the assignment of the levels of prosody to condi-
tions changed after the splicing point: prior to the splicing point,
A /C (no boundary) and B/D (with boundary) were contrasted,
while after the splicing point, B/C (no boundary) and A/D (with
boundary) were contrasted. This is illustrated in Table 2.
7. The laterality factor divided the electrodes intomedial (F3/4,
C3/4, P3/4) and lateral (F7/8, T3/4, T5/6) columns.
8. Five of the subjects did not accept any trial in either C or D,
and thus, did not enter this analysis.
9. As this N400 in Condition D occurred after the splicing point,
wewill address it inmoredetail in the context of gardenpath effects.
10. With the−50 to +50 msec baseline, the CPS in Conditions
B andD reached significance at 12 out of the 19 electrodes within
the first 200 msec after offset of VP1.
11. In our ANOVA designs, this affected the levels of the factor
prosody as follows: prior to the splicing point, A and C were
assigned Level 1, and B and D were assigned Level 2. After the
splicing point, Conditions A and D were assigned Level 1, and B
and C were assigned Level 2. For the N400 effect in D, it was
necessary to demonstrate that the negativity differed from both
control conditions (A and B, respectively).
12. Note that a valid analysis of this kind, based on a sufficient
number of trials, could be conducted only for Condition C, which
was accepted in approximately half of the trials (whereas Con-
ditions A and B were accepted, and D was rejected, in the vast
majority of trials).
13. In addition, we also tested the influence of (in)transitivity
biases (of the verbs used in these stimuli) on sentence parsing
(see Itzhak et al., 2010).
14. It should be noted that a prosodic boundary followed by an
NP at this position is, in itself, not necessarily indicative of an
ungrammatical structure (as in When a bear was approaching #
the people # the dogs # and the sheep all looked up”). The early
detectionof the anomaly in ourDconditionmay thus partly depend
on the absence of corresponding correct sentences containing
such boundaries. A follow-up ERP study that includes such sen-
tences is currently underway in our lab to address these questions.
15. PCA = principal components analysis.
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